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Traders at Work: How the World's Most Successful Traders Make Their Living in the MarketsApress, 2013

	Shortly after most novice traders discover how trading works and begin to realize that they have the potential to make unlimited amounts of money in the financial markets, they start dreaming the near-impossible dream. They fantasize about buying that condo in Boca Raton for their parents or surprising their son with a brand-new car on his...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
The web developer's complete reference for developing dynamic, data-driven Web sites and applications with Dreamweaver.

	
    Master the in-depth knowledge of Dreamweaver to get the most out of this versatile design and development program

    

...
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Adobe Flash 11 Stage3D (Molehill) Game Programming Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Adobe's Stage3D (previously codenamed Molehill) is a set of 3D APIs that has brought 3D to the Flash platform. Being a completely new technology, there were almost no resources to get you acquainted with this revolutionary platform, until now.




	This book will show you how to make your very own next-gen 3D games in Flash. If...
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Investing in Shares For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Houses, gold, tulips . . . our idea of what constitutes a good ‘investment’

	has changed dramatically over time but one precious, valuable idea

	still holds true: that shares over the long term have been a great investment

	and have without doubt made their intrepid ‘holders’ returns of between

	5 and 7 per...
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Soldier, Sailor, Frogman, Spy, Airman, Gangster, Kill or Die: How the Allies Won on D-DayHenry Holt and Co, 2019

	
		A ground-breaking account of the first 24 hours of the D-Day invasion told by a symphony of incredible accounts of unknown and unheralded members of the Allied – and Axis – forces.

		

		An epic battle that involved 156,000 men, 7,000 ships and 20,000 armoured vehicles, D-Day was, above all, a tale of...
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Stealing the Network: The Complete Series Collector's Edition, Final Chapter, and DVDSyngress Publishing, 2009
"Stealing the Network: How to Own the Box is a unique book in the fiction department. It combines stories that are fictional, with technology that is real. While none of the stories have happened, there is no reason why they could not. You could argue it provides a road map for criminal hackers, but I say it does something else: it...
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The Best of Verity Stob: Highlights of Verity Stob's Famous Columns from .EXE, Dr. Dobb's Journal, and The RegisterApress, 2005

	Verity Stob is the comedienne of the programming world. She has been writing satirical chronicles of techie life since 1988. Her column first appeared in the legendary .EXE Magazine, then Dr. Dobbs' Journal, and it now graces The Register.


	For the first time, the very best of Stob's...
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The Ancient Egyptians For Dummies History, Biography & Politics)For Dummies, 2007
Unravel the history behind of one of the most fascinating ancient civilisations with this engaging, entertaining and educational guide to the ancient Egyptians. With a complete rundown of ancient Egyptian history and culture alongside insights in to the everyday lives of the Egyptians, you’ll discover how they kept themselves entertained, the...
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The Stand: Expanded Edition: For the First Time Complete and UncutSignet, 1991
This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful...
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Mastering Unreal Technology, Volume II: Advanced Level Design Concepts with Unreal Engine 3Sams Publishing, 2009
Mastering Unreal Technology, Volume II: Advanced Level Design Concepts with Unreal Engine 3 is your start-to-finish guide to state-of-the-art Unreal Tournament 3 modding and level design. Here’s everything you need to know to take your game design skills to the next level, creating...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Appcelerator TitaniumPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop fully-featured mobile applications using a hands-on approach, and get inspired to develop more


	Overview

	
		Walk through the development of ten different mobile applications by leveraging your existing knowledge of JavaScript
	
		Allows anyone familiar with some Object-oriented Programming...
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Seasonal Patterns of Stress, Immune Function, and DiseaseCambridge University Press, 2002

	Most animals exhibit seasonal variation in their reproduction and survival

	simply because most of them live in environments in which food availability

	varies seasonally. This is true in the tropics as well as at the higher latitudes, but

	at the higher latitudes the combined challenge of food shortage and low temperature

	makes...
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